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MARINES LAND AT XAVIER SUNDAY
LeBaron-Lecl Devildogs 'ro J\'leet Blue
In Opener..·ls Situation 'Yell In IIand'?
By Jim Keefe
Xavier News Sports

l~clilor

Xavier's Musketeers will meet Eddie Le Baron and 10
other guys clad in Scar~et and Gold as the Musketeers open
what may be the last football season for a while Sunday
night at Xavier Stadium. Frank_ Glade's kick-off toe will get
things under way at 8:15 p.m.

N e'vs Editor Fails
.To ll.elurn; Ne,vhill
Takes Vacant Post

Xavier's football brain trust 11oscs before taking on the Quantico Marines in the season's opener
Sunday night at Xavier Staclium. Left to right arc defensive signal-callcl' and ace line-backer, Tito
Carinci; Head Football Coach Eel Kluska, Ca11tain aml Halfback Jimmy Liller ancl Junior Quarterback George Gilmartin, offensive signal-caller. The frio of gricldcrs above arc cx11cctccl to pace the
l\lusketccrs against a veteran Marine eleven lccl by Eclclic LcBaron.
-Photo by Berning

Maringer Toils All St1mmer
To Recruit 50-Piece Ba11d
The most intensive recruiting campaign in the recent
history of the Musketeer Band is nearing completion. The
50-piece band which will appear on the field Sunday night
between the halves of the Xavier-Quantico Marines game
will culminate the one-man campaign that Bandmaster Gil
Maringer has conducted since
early last June.
After suffering a 60 percent
loss in personnel last year,
Maringer decided that drastic
actions were necessary to bring
the band up to the size required
for the type of music that the
band customarily performs. ·
Even before the close of school,
the graduating bandsmen of all
four local Catholic high schools
were contacted. Many of them
were invited out to tour the
campus and have explained to
them the advantages of college
band membership both to the
individual and the school.
Early in the summer, Maringer
also began correspond.ing with
incoming freshmen in an attempt

Gi·ad Scholars Get
First $300 Grants
The first graduate scholarships
in the five year history .of the
division were announced this
summer by Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, director. Valued at $300
each and covering tuition for
courses necessary in master degree programs, t h e y w e r e
awarded as follows:
Chemistry, George A. Jutze
and Raymond W. Tabeling; English, Robert H. Holmes; History,
Clarence R. Wobbe; Philosophy,
Joseph Yost and Agnes E. McSharry.
Yost is a graduate of Villa
Madonna College, Covington, and
Miss McSharry holds a degree
from Seattle University, Washington. The other winners gradu-

ated from Xavier in 1950.

Beanie--Cro,vnecl
l~rosh rro Dance
In A.r111ory Friday

When the News' journalistic
machinery was set in motion after the summer rust-gathering
period, three major cogs were
missing from the apparatus as
Tim Dowd, Editor-elect, and Associate Editors Dan Solon and
Torn Lyons withdrew from Xavier. Fred Newbill was the choice
or Prof. .Toseph Link Jr., News
faculty adviser, to take the reins
of power as acting_ Editor.
Dowd, who is a junior was
Managing Editor under Lou
Bunning, notified the president
of lhe university, Rev. James F.
Maguire, S. J., and Prof. Link
that he had accepted a full time
job with the San Angelo, Tex.,
Standard-Times.
Solon and Lyons, after one
year at Xavier, transferred to
other universities.
01·ganizat1'on
At 'a Pl·e· - cl·1ss
<
'
meeting, Prof. Link elevated Al
Moser, a longtime News column. t t th
"f
f A
. t
ts '. 0
ssocia e
e post 10 n
Echtor.. At present
there are two
.
Associate Editor posts vacant on
the paper's editorial board.

The annual Freshman Orientation Dance, .for Freshmen only,
will be held in the Armory Drill
Hall from eight P. M. until midinght next Friday, Sept. 22.
Freshmen of Mt. St. Joseph
to f~terest them in the band. In
all, 3':l5 freshmen received letters College and Our Lady of Cincinnati have been inviled, but dates
with return postcard enclosed.
As the school year approached, are also welcome. The admisl\fass Of Holy Ghost
Maringer asked Junior Herc sion charge will be 50 cents, and . lUass of the Holy Ghost will
Ruether to design posters which the small blue beanie will be re- be cclcbratccl at 9 a.m. Friclay
later appeared in various places quired for identification.
in the Ficlclhousc. Attendance
The dance, the first of the year
on campus during registration
is compulsory for all Catholic
week. This was an attempt to in- on campus, is being sponsored by
stuclents at Xavier, aml 11011terest upperclassmen in th e Student Council. No orchestra
Catholics arc invited. The Rev.
has been selected yet.
band.
Paul I,, O'Connor, S. J., clean
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
of the university, will be celebrant of the Mass. He will also
preach the sermon.
Classes will not meet Friday.

OFFICIAL

°

BULLETIN

You, the men of Xavier, beginning a new college year, arc
blessed among men. Yon face a magnificent opportunity. For
you face the prospect of becoming a college gracl~ate, grounded
in Catholic doch'inc and philosophy, prepared to work as a layman, in the America of toclay.
Our America, these United States whose citizenship is one
of your most prized possessions, have been thrust into the position of world leadership in matters economic ancl military. This
leadership has brought us the responsibility of stancling up
against a world aggressor in Korea for all the remaining free
nations of the wo1·lcl.
Is America reacly fo1• the spiritual leadership of the world?
As a nation we :ire well endowed for this role for, as G. K.
'Chesterton has pointecl out, we arc the only nation foundecl on
a Creecl and we have, through 174 years, lived up to that creccl.
Yet in the past 30 yea1·s, higher cclucation in America has come
dan~erously close to losing that spiritual quality through teachings that have been irreligious, when not anti-religious, ancl at
best amoral.
.
Your role is clear, your opportunity at hand. It is up to you,
educated Catholic laymen, to keep America great, to bring its
spiritual leadership to the world.
James F. Maguire, S. J.
P1·esident, Xavier University

1

The Quantico Marines are the
opposition in the first garne of
the season and although they
will present the toughest opener
in Xavier's history, the majority
of the Leathernecks are going almost unnoticed.
That Little Guy
Hogging the spotlight from the
expected battle royal between
the Blues and the Golds is a little quarterback by the name of
Eddie LeBaron. A star for four
years at the College of Pacific,
Eddie recei vcd quite a few AllAmcrican mentions last fall, an
oddity as COP stands in that
cavern between the big football
powers and the little fellows.
Upon graduation, LeBaron has
procecclccl to thrill spectators all
over the country in various exhibition games. In the All-Star
game in Chicago last month,
"The Sorcerer's Apprentice"
paced the All-Stars to an upset
win over the pro champion
Philadelphia Eagles.
The Korean crisis has resulted
in the activation r[ the Marine
Reserve, of which LeBaron is a
member, and the pint size magician has entered Officer's
•
t rammg
· .
N ee ell ess t o
a t Q uan 1.1co.
.
l"ttl
1
1
1
11
1
fsayt,I e· a so WJ
P ay a 1 e
oo )a 11.
l\larincs Always Tough
So Coach Eel Kluska, in his
fourth year as Xavier coach,
finds his hands full from the
very start of the season. The
Quantico team is always tough,
even though they don't receive
the publicity some college teams
do, but the addition of LeBaron
makes the first doubly difficult.
Xavier developed a fine reputation for a forward wall last
season and this year's line is go( Continued on Page 4)

Xavier Treas11rer Celel1rates
60tl1 Year 111 Society
. Of Jesus

I

Rev. Aloysius A. Breen, S. J.,
treasurer of Xavier University
for 18 years, marked the sixtieth
anniversary of his entrance into
the Society of Jesus with the offering of a special low ma3s,
Sunday, Aug. 20.
Fr. Breen, who has seen Xavier
grow from a college of less than
400 full time students to one with
1,400; has also served as president of three other Jesuit colleges in the United States. He
headed St. Mary's College, Kansas, from 1906 'till 1914, was first
president of Rockburst College,
Kansas City, from 1914 until 1918
and thence of Regis College,
Denver, from 1926 until 1931. In
1933 he was assigned to Xavier.
Rev. Aloysius A. Breen, S. J.
A brother of Fr. Breen, Rev.
Francis X., S. J., ente1·ed the or- time next year. He is assigned to
der one year later, and will mark St. Ignatius High School, Chichis sixtieth anniversary some· a~o.

I
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Good Start By Frosh

»

,, Neivs' Intention, Goal

t the beginning of this 1950-51 volume of
or the past several years the News has pubF
lished editorials in the paper's first edition A the News some sort of statement of policy
welcoming the incoming freshman class and might well be forthcoming. Two years ago,
urging them to take pa.rt in the intellectual,
athletic, and extra-curricular doings of the
university.
Though intellectual activity on the part of
all the students could doubtless stand a shot
in the arm, and though we encourage the
freshmen to seek in their books the principle
reason for their presence on X's campus, their
success in studies is not our primary concernit is not our reason for being in existence.
In the field of athletics our editorial exhortations to the class of '54 may be more successful. With a number of athletic scholarshipholders on hand, with pressure from the alumni, with excellent coaching, and so on, the
News fits right in place as one outlet for publicity. If the new freshmen have not as yet
caught the athletic bug that has al ways
brought cheering crowds to the stadium and
the fieldhouse, then we add our voi~e: If you
fellows don't like good sports (and Xavier's
brand is tops) you need to be examined
thoroughly.
Lastly we come to the extra-curricular activities like Student Council and the Band.
We have become, in the past two years, rather
wary of incoming freshmen. Last term saw
an especially apathetic group of beaniebearers.
But we do have high hopes this time-more
than that, we have reasons for our high hopes.
On first look around the campus one's impression is that freshman enrollment this year
must be up about 50%, for the number of
beanies is noticeably greater than last year.
A look at the figures, however, reveals that
there are fewer frosh around; the only solution is that more of the newcomers have
deigned to wear their beanies.
The beanie itself is about as insignificant
a thing· as you might want to imagine; but
the wearing of it is a sign of cooperation and
of willingness to fit in with the spirit of things
at Xavier. Last year the freshmen neglected .
to wear their beanies and proceeded to neglect other things like voting, running for of-

»

however, the editors of the paper set down a
complete (and rather lengthy) pronouncement
and there is no need to add to the letter of
the New's official outlook. But by way of reaffirming our position as a Catholic newspaper which strives to integrate the best sense
of the word "Catholic" and the word "newspaper," we would like to add the following
quotes from Pope Pius XII on the function
and dignity of the Catholic press to the spirit
of our platform:
"The Catholic Press will bring our teaching into the home, into circles of labor and
management, and to the knowledge of those
who write the laws of the land.
"The task o·f the Catholic Press is to serve
public opinion rather than to make it or dictate to it. This public opinion is the natural
echo of events and situations in the spirit and
the judgement of men living in society . . . .
"Catholic journalists in exercising their
influence on public opinion within the Church
should steer clear of two equally dangerous
extremes: that of an illusory and unreal
spirituality and of a defeatist and materializing realism . . . . Only by doing so will it
be possible to elude all the false ideas on the
role and possibilities of the Church in the
temporal domain and, in our days, on everything regarding the social questions and the
problem of peace."

fice and backing dances. This year's crop can
accomplish something at X if the fellows in
the class will cooperate in the big things as
they are doing in the matter of the beanie.
Another encouraging fact is the smaller
enrollment. Last year's freshman officers tried
hard but found their ciass unwieldy. This year
the officeholders will probably be able to get
some concerted action from their classmates.
Work hard and cooperate; it's as simple as
that. If you new freshmen stick to that policy,
you will get the very most that is possible
from Xavier during your years here-besides
giving the very most to Xavier.

Do Y Olt Notice Anything Different?

omewhat like the proverbial woman with
a new dress, we editors are hopefully
standing around, wondering if you notice anything unusual. This is the first issue-Volume XXXV, No. 1-of the 1950-51 News, and,
what with one thing and another, we decided
to get a new outfit for the exciting season ahead.
Oh, you must have guessed it by this time
... Why, of course! It's our new nameplate,
that "Xavier University News" legend atop
the front page. Isn't it just darling'?
"Old English," the type-style we used for
the past several years, served faithfully, so
naturally we are not going to consign the aged
warrior to a lead melting pot. As a matter of

S

I

fact, we are going to assign him to the paper
weight detail in the News office, where he
can live out the rest of his days in contentment. No more being slammed into a type
form for him. Gone are the days of being
inked 2, 500 times weekly, once for each copy
of the paper, then flattening himself hard
against newsprint. It's retirement for him and
we hope he enjoys it.
But.getting back to the new arrival, "Handtooled Goudy" is his name. Goudy is a fine,
robust young fellow, who will probably be
with us for quite some time. He gets along so
well with our headlines-Badoni, Metro and
the other fellows.
Yes, we like him a lot, and hope you do too.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Letters to this column, which serves as an open forum for free and fran1c cliscussion of any matters of interest to Xavier, should be limited to 200 words. Letters should be signecl, but names will
be deleted upon request.

Dear Editor:
The beginning of this school
year, just like New Years Day, is
a natural time for resolutions to
avoid past mistakes and make
the future better. Doubtless,
many persons, as they registered,
decided once and for all that this
year, above all others, they were
going to make a regular study
schedule and stick to it.
That is well 1,1nd good, but
there is another fine resolution I
believe someone should act upon.
Three y e a r s ago somebody
started a Rosary Crusade. A
schedule was posted upon the
bulletin board near Bellarmine
Chapel, on which volunteers
penciled their names opposite
specific times. They were to say
the rosary 15 minutes then be
relieved by another volunteer.
The idea was to have a continuous stream of prayer emmanating from Xavier-p1·ayer for
peace.
Goodness knows, that prayer
was needed. Fatima was well
known then as now, and thou1h
it now seema far away, Rulli•

was at that very time making
alarming moves. We had the
warning. Our Lady's message,
and, if we did not believe her,
the nervous state of world affairs.
Well; the devotions collapsed.
After a few weeks nobody kept
their appointment. Last year another plan was tried-devotions
led by a Sodality member every
hour on the half hour. These also
were very minor successes at
best.
Maybe it is merely hindsight,
but the fact remains that the
world outlook for peace is much
worse than it was three, two, or
even one year ago. We did not
pray-terrible world war again
threatens the world.
I think it is high time we quit
playing around, and get down to
business.
The Rosary Crusade should be
started, and started immediately. That every hour on the half
hour is for newscasts, we need
continous prayer. And this time
we must make the crutade a succ..,, for who ·•re we to decide

I

how much good our "little bit"
can do. It is attitude like that
which brought on the world
situation to begin with, and if it
continues, so will the world
situation.
On the other hand, I do believe
that the continous prayer idea
was somew'hat handicapped by
certain conditions. I mean to say,
when one's 15 minutes were up,
he could not tell if the next person to ·enter the chapel was part
of the crusade, or merely a private individual. At first, the
prayee wou.ld make sure that
someone was saying the rosary
before he left, as he did not want
to break the continuality of the
idea. But that sort of confusion
eventually had to break the
movement and did.
This time we shuold do one of
two things. Either set aside a
"Rosary Pew," which would be
used by all Who signed Up, or get
a Specl'al rosary, perhaps a wh1'te
or blue one in honor of Our
Lady which each prayee would
'
pass on to his successor.

The aeccmd idea

lll1DI bette~

By Fred Newbill

•Why Tim Dowd Did Not Return; Summer Review.

• • • • •

Persons who knew Tim Dowd even remotely were easily
aware that he was very fired up about heading the News, and
consequently were amazed when he elected not to come back
this year to take his turn as editor.
Although the exact motivation behind many decisions are
often unknown, even to the doer
himself, according to some of
Tim's friends the reasons are
fairly easy to figure out.
First, Tim was a service veteran, which means he would
have been 25 come graduation
time this June, instead of the
normal peace time age-22. Far
from being out of school two
or three years and getting established, he still had another year
to go.
Secondly, even though he
liked Xavier, Cincinanti is a
long way from Texas, and there's
no place like home. Furthermore,
he liked news work a lot more
than school work. As a result,
when the San Angelo StandardTimes offered him a good position, in work he liked, and at a
tempting salary, he took it.

* *

:fl

Summer at Xavier was distinguished by Operation Youth and
a pepped up South Hall. When
June IO rolled around, Xavier's
experiment in teaching newly
graduated high school boys about
citizenship began. Elet residents
were moved out to make room
for the visitors, while counsellors
braced themselves for a nineday siege.
Actually, nothing serious happened, b u t counsellors were
heard to say that the sound of
pattering feet echoed through the
halls long after bedtime-and
that oftentimes the scraping
noises of a piece of furniture being dragged was also audible. It
is also said that tavern juice, on
sale at local pubs everywhere in
Cincinnati, was discovered with
not only because of the suggestion of unity implied by all using just one rosary, but also because many persons who sign up
may forget their personal rosary
and therefore fail to take their
turn.
Whatever the final form, the
rosary must be prayed this year.
Otherwise we may just as well
forget about the whole idea-it
will be too late.
A Senior

a vengeance by several youthful
operators.
That success being out of the
way, it came time to turn to
summer school. South Hall became a palace. Fruitjuice, bacon
and eggs, hot sandwiches and
individual cereal servings became available. Silverware was
furnished, and someone w a s
hired to clean off the tables immediately after the patron had
finished his or her meal. (X is
co-ed during the summer).
In fact, the table cleaner was so
good that some patrons were unable to finish their drinks or food
without having them taken
away. However, such incidents
were quickly laughed off as a
bully fine joke and contentment
was knee deep untilIt seems that the place closed
at 2:30 p. m. Well, the AU-Star
game didn't. With South Hall
packed watching a telecast of the
baseball classic, an employee
smiled sweetly, -said something
about having to close you know
and turned off the set during the
middle of an inning. I felt sort of
sorr~ for the poor employee, and
worried about Food Department
public relations, but no one fired
the place that night, so apparently nothing serious ever came of
it.

• • •

Now that you know all about
the summer at Xavier we can get
on with the school year

STUDENTS MUST HAVE
PERMITS TO PARK
Pa r k i n g permit stickers,
which must· be placed on all
students' cars parked on the
University driveway or in the
parking lot, can be obtained at
the Book Store.
Students who park their cars
(minus the stickers) in those
areas or _who park them in the
restricted areas on the driveway, will be lined.

Xavier University News
Xavier University, September 14, 1950, wccltly except during vacation period. Vol.
XXXV No. 1, Xavier University, Hamilton County, Cincinnati, Ohio, Evanston.
$1.50 per year. Entered as second class matter October 4 1946 at the Post
Office at Cincinnati, Ohio, under the Act of Mar'ch 3, 1879.
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Decrease Of 140 Students
Predicted By Registrar

Campus Variety
Show Returns
Over WCPO-TV

An advance estimate on the final registration figure for
the day campus shows a drop of approximately 140 students
from the previous semester. The Registrar's office expects
the total to be about 1,370 as compared to last January's mark
of 1,510.

The 1950-51 series of campus
variety shows sponsored by
Xavier University and known as
"Xavier Presents" will return
over WCPO-TV on October 1,
Prof. Joseph Link Jr., faculty director, announced this week. The
rprogram will be heard from 12
to 1 p. m. on Sundays immediately preceding telecasts of the professional football games.
A 25 week ·series is planned,
Link stated. Auditions will be
held Monday at 7 p. m. in South
Hall for announcers, musicians,
dancers, dramatists, producers,
writers and property personnel.

Of this 1,370, around 370 will
be new students. The freshman
class shows a slight drop from
last year's mark. The final freshman enrollment should be about
340, compared to about 400 last
September.
Latest reports from the office
of the Xavier Evening College
where registration is still in
progress indicate that 1950-51
will see another enrollment of
1,200 students with veterans
slightly in the majority. Total
registration figures will not become available until Sept. 29
when the late registration period
closes. Classes at the Evening
College begin September 1•5.
Total enrollment at the Milford campus is now 100. At present it is not known how many of
these are new students.
The grand total for all three
divisions of Xavier University
will be close to 2,700 as the University begins its !20th year of
operation.

News Meeting
Persons interested in joining the News staff are asked
to attend a meeting Friday, immediately after the Mass of
the Holy Ghost, in the News office on the third floor of the
Union Building.
Positions are open on the
news, copy, photography and
business staffs.
·

VonderHaar Takes
Vice-Presidency
Of PR Association

seph Link Jr., faculty director.
Dan Schwertman will be Managing Editor. The Rev. Dr. Victor C.
Stetschulte, S. J. will be editorial
adviser for the association, whose
function it is to collect, edit and
disseminate semi-monthly news
releases and cartoons concerning
all activities on the Jesuit college campuses in America and
abroad.
The first ·JCNA release will be
made Sept. 20, with a news release to the 28 American Jesuit
colleges, and with a feature cartoon concerning the Catholic Press
by Tom Gray, News and JCNA
cartoonist.

Edward P. VonderHaar, director of public relations and assistant to the president, was named
vice-president in charge of membership of the American Public
Relations Association this summer. For the two years previous
he served as secretary-treasurer
of the organization, which ineludes in its membership representatives of more than 600 of
the leading colleges and universities in the United States.
He also served as district director of the Association. VonderHaar, after graduating from
Xavier in 1931, has been associated with the University
since.

CAFETERIA REVERTS
TO OLD BOARD PLAN
Higher Operating Costs Force Discontinuance
Of "Pay-~s-You-Go" Idea In Fav~r Of Old Syst~1n

Xavier returns to the board plan this year after havmg
abandoned it in 1947.
For the past three years,. the ca.feteria has been operated
on a pay-as-you-go basis. This year school officials decided
to discontinue this policy because of higher operating costs,
and the fact that, in the past,
many students chose to eat elsewhere.
•
"The board plan will enable
the cafeteria staff to ascertain
the exact number of students
who will dine there each day,
thus eliminating the quantities of
food that went to waste before,"
according to Loretta Leisgang,
dietician. "Parents can rest assured that their boys are getting
a balanced diet."
The plan has been inaugurated
on a five-day week basis, holidays and weekends not included.
The charge is $161.50 per semester.
Off-campus students who wish
to make use of the cafeteria will
be required to inform the dietician the Friday preceding the
week they intend to eat there and
pay for a special meal card then.

Rev. Edward Wiatrak,
Dr. EdwinW ennerLeave

1947
· Edward J. O'Brien, S. J.,
Rev.
has moved up the ladder from
St. Xavier High School and is
giving Religion courses this
semester. During his career at
the downtown high school, at St.
Ignatius High in Chicago and at
John Carroll and Detroit Universities, Fr. O'Brien served as a
history and religion professor
and as a swimming coach.

As the school gates opened and
the students turned out for
Xavier's 1950-51 school year,
seven new faculty faces were on
view in the Evanston and downtown classroom buildings. Five
members of the Society of Jesus
and two lay teachers made up
the new contingent.
Rev. Carl J. Burlage, S. J.,
who taught Latin, English, HisNew Comptroller
tory and Philosophy since enterRev.
Robert Massman, S. J.,
ing the Jesuits in 1945, has been
added to the staff of the philos- has become the Comptroller of
ophy department. Fr. Burlage is the University and Minister of
a graduate of St. Louis Univer- the Jesuit House; he replaces
Tom Tully, New M.C.
sity, where he was a member of Rev. Edward Wiatrak, S. J., who
has gone to St. Ignatius High in
Persons already selected for Alpha Sigma Nu.
Chicago to become Student
the show, which received a high
Math Instructor
Counesllor.
rating last year from Pulse magThe Mathematics Department
Two new lay professors were
azine, include Tom Tully, replac- got a new instructor in the pering the graduated Gene Fried- son of Rev. Robert Goodenow, S. added to the university's staff in
mann as Master of ceremonies, J., who taught last year at the the persons of Dr. Florence M.
Jerry Thole, as musical director University of Detroit. Rev. Jos- Hornback and Edward Goodman.
Dr. Hornback has achieved
and Richard Inskeep, assistant eph Lovely, S. J., is conducting
musical director. Jerry Keefe classes in Religion and Ethics; fame in the fields of law, writwill present his campus quartet, he taught English at Loyola ing and sociology; she will teach
the Four-get-me-nots.
Academy after his ordination in "Child Psychology" during the
A sports interview spot has - - - - - - - - - - - - - - coming semester at the Evening
College on Monday evenings at
been assigned to Jim Keefe,
6:40. · Besi.des teaching at
News sports editor, who will feaXavier Dr. Hornback holds an asture Sheriff Dan Tehan in the
sistant professorship in sociology
opening show interviewing Jim
at the University of Dayton and
Liber, captain of the Xavier
football team. Francis Quinn,
maintains a law office at 1336
The number of students who Broadway.
captain of the Dayton Flyers, will
be interviewed in a later show, have completed requirements for
History Department
with the University of Cincin- degrees in 1950 has swelled to
Goodman
comes to the Xavnati, Miami and University of 553 with the addition of 44 sumier
History
Department bearing
mer
graduates.
With
the
record
Kentucky captains to follow.
June graduating class of 509 this a Masters degree from Columbia
Hawaiians To Appear
makes the largest class ever to University. Married, the father
Leroy Ka-ne, Hawaiian half- receive diplomas from Xaxier in of two children, he last taught
back from the University of Day- one year.
at the United States Military
ton, has been contracted to presEnrollment of graduate stu- Academy and is at present a
ent his Hawaiian instrumental dents also set a new record, ·ac- candidate for a doctorate in Hisquartet on weekly broadcasts. cording to Dr. Raymond F. Mc- tory from Columbia.
The colorful musical combina- Coy, director. 252 students enA departure from the univertion, consisting of all native rolled for the advanced classes, sity's corps of professors was Dr.
Hawaiian students, was one . of he reported. The previous record Edwin P. Wenner who left his
the popular features of last set in 1949 was 234.
post in the accounting departyear's shows.
Dean Paul L. O'Connor, S. J., ment to take over as head of the
Jim and Jean Nieman, twin:>, announced that 387 students had business administration school of
will be in charge of choreogra- attended undergraduate classes. Defiance College, Defiance, Ohio.
phy and Miss Polly Howes, Our
Lady of Cincinnati college student will be in charge of musical
productions. Other schools providing guests for the show will be
Villa Madonna, Mt. St. Joseph
College, University of Kentucky
extension,
Miami
University,
University of Dayton, Cincinnati
College of Music and the Conservatory of Music.
'I.!~ Beanbag.
.rear a\
Applications for staff members
P'•
o\het ;a
are now available in the faculty
ack to an
And
room from Prof. Link.

Xavier Graduates
44 Students Fron1
Sum1ner Session

Cade Named News
Editor Of JCNA
For Coming Year
John Cade, junior, has been
·named News Editor of the Jesuit
College Newspaper Association
for ttie 1950-51 publication year, it
was announced last week by Jo-

New Faculty Faces Appear On
Eveni11g, Evansto11 Campuses

Graduates. Ready
ASN AlumniGroup
Fifteen graduate members of
the Xavier chapter of Alpha
Sigma Nu, national honorary
Jesuit honor fraternity, met in
South Hall last week to push
plans for the formation of a local
alumni chapter of the fraternity.
With acting president Irvin F.
Beumer presiding at the meeting, the grads decided to get in
touch with the national office of
the Alumni chapters in IYiilwaukee. Among the benefits of an
alumni chapter would be to band
together Xavier men who were
outstanding in their undergraduate days for scholarship, service and .loyalty for more concerted service to their alma
mater.

'

Guidance Center
Opens Its Doors
To Community
Xavier University's Guidance
Center, under the direction of
Dr. Ignatius A. Hamel, chairman
of the psychology department,
was opened to the community
Sept. 1. The Center, although set
up primarily to provide vocational guidance, is available to
age groups ranging from grade
school level .to adulthood.
Guidance t e s t s, measuring
aptitude, mental ability, achievement, personaity and interests of
the subject, are chiefly vocational After analysis of the tests and
a personal interview with the
subject, Dr. Hamel recommends
the field the person is best suited
for.
At the grade level, the tests
serve to diagnose personality
problems of maladjusted children and to indicate proper
remedial techique.
"As many as 70 per cent of the
students entering college do not
know what their vocations are,"
Dr. Hamel has stated in indicating the need for such a Center.
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New Faces.e.Old Surprises In Store For Musl<les ••• byGray

Stack]1ouse,
Marek~ ·Join
Coachin!! Staff
<._;

Keefe

I'

"The time has come," Ray Baldwin said,
·To talk of many things;
Of shoes and sox and shoulder pads,
And a hundred minor things."
And so with a roar and a bellow from an ever admonishing
trainer of Xavier athletic teams, the 1950 Musketeer football team
jolted itself into pre-season preparation almost three weeks ago.
Unconsciously shoved into the background by the rotund ank!-ewrapper and guardian of a million major and minor items of eqwpment were Coach Ed Kluska and his st'\ff of coaches.
Well-trained athletes, many of whom had taken the toughest
job they could find during the summer to prepare for the fall full
of football, knew they were back in the saddle again when t~e i~
comparable Mr. Baldwin again ascended his caged throne m his
kingdom of the shower, the sweat and the soiled laundry.

* • • * *

Never known to bite anyone or anything (except perhaps a big
steak when on the road with the Muskies and armed with an _e~
pense account) the fabulous self-appointed spokesman for Xavier s
athletic teams nevertheless has plenty of the bark which,. it is said, is
worse than any sinking of teeth. Perhaps the best possible man ~o
handle the multitudinous affairs of the dressing roo~, Ra:\'. Bald,;rm
handles the student managers and players.under him with str~n
gency of a South America dictator. Quite willing to go John Martmkovic (or similar human of the same size) two fall~ out of three f~r
a pair of shoe strings, round Ray hides behind an air of severe b~si
ness-at-all-times the fact that Xavier athletes are seldom wantmg
in regards to the attire of their trades.

* • • • •

A "You know this isn't the time for the issuing of clean sox"
will usually result inevitably in that player's possession of a new
pair of the white wool affairs with t~e national blue trim on_ the

fi~lds

top.
The reputation
has in
forthe
being
well-dressed
on of
the~ram~r
of friendly
strife canXavier
be traced
main
to the efforts

Baldwin. Even now his stock has taken a sudden boost with his
"creation" of alluring warmup suits for this winter's basketball
teams.
• • • • •
Athletic teams are made or broken in the locker room. A quiet
dressing room denotes trouble if 40 or 50 husky young men keep
their thoui-hts to themselves. But with half a hundred young men
making their fur share of noise and over it,all a thousand shoute.d
instructions from the dressing room boss, pity the JMIOr opponents
t
to be met each weekend. As one basketball player pu ••t• "Yon can
say what you want against Baldy, but it sure would be a quiet place
without him".
• • • • •
The reason.we started the column with an introduction of the
fabulous trainer, equipment manager, golf
raconteur and duet
b C coach,
t
th ught
· th t
singer with Sports Publicity Head Bo
oa es, is k a.
that for a season's opener, the opinion of the Mus ·eteer s se -apnl f . t'
pointed spokesman would be o Y it
mg and proper. .
From his place of business, the eminent Mr. Baldwm 1 con:e
forth with the stateme.nt .thatt
0
fall With no serious inJur1es o repor up
si
a
~
't J 0 k J'k th 1950 Musketeer
M ·
contest
armes,_ i g 0°d sshap' ee Wi'the Mr Baldwin to
machine w1 enter e season m o
·
·
.
· an d s eru'0 r student manager Jim
handle the minor ach es and sprams
Drennan to d oIe out the prec10
· us Baldwin· collecti'on of athletic
.

\~e ~

~as
thingstaretgoi~xgdtoy~~e~r; ;~:f~~~

th~llQuantictoh

equipment, the only thing the players will have to worry about is
nine opJMJnents on a football schedule.

• • * • •
.
.
As for the top man himself, Coach .Ed Kluska is havmg 11•15
hands fall trying to track down the origin of the "greatest team m
...,._..,er historv" stories. Alreadv everybody js w_ riting and talking
.......
J
about
what a Ji-reat season the Muske~e~
are g_omg to have and_ the
head of Xavier's Salad Bowl Champ10n IS afraid the players nught
d
ti too Uttl
read too much an prae ee
e.
.
• • • .• •
Kluska is quite willing to admit that there IS a great deal of
talent on the 1950 squad but a lot can happen from weekend to
weekend. The sudden transformation of Quantico from a ho-hum
Opener to a full fledged scare by the advent of Eddie LeBaron may
actually serve a noble purpose. It certainly destroys any _comp1acency that may infest the squad and with the national spotlight following the "sorcerer's _appren~ce" a~l over the _land, that beacon
with be shining on XaVIer stadium thlS Sunday night.

• • * • •

Taking the coming season one game at a time, it looks like the
opener will be a thriller all the way. It won't be as easy as the past
three Kluska openers (Bowling Green, Eastern Kentucky and West
Virginiil Wesleyan) but the fans will see more of a toe-to-toe conflict and less of a one-sided show of strength.
If the Muskies can get rolling from the start, there is no reason why the outcome cannot be a one or two touchdown victory for
the home team. The big problem, left mainly to Xavier's famed
forward wall, will be stopping the LeBaron-tipped Marine o~f~nse.
LeBaron had Leon Hart, Clay Tonnemaker and Leo Nomelhm on
his side for the All-Star game last month. Just how he will fare
against similar performers sµch as John Martinkovic, .Tack Gearding, Jack Hoffman and Jim Murphy is a question one ~f the largest
opening game crowds will see answered this Sunday mght.
.
• • • • •
It has been a very busy summer in the athletic department with
a multitude of changes in personnel and property. Line coach Bill
Feldhaus resigned luly 1 to accept an insurance position with the
William T. Earls Agency in Cincinnati. Replacing him is one of his
best pupils, 1949 captain and All-Ohio tackle Ray Stackhouse.
"Stack" bad previously accepted a high school coaching job in
Fr.mklin, Ohio, but resigiied to retuni to his Alma Mater.

* * • • •
With the resignation of Feldhaus, the position of Director of
Physical Education has been awarded to Ned Wulk, var&ity baseball
coach and frosh football and basketball mentor. Assisting Wulk with
the freshmen linemen this year will be Jim Marek, Stackhouse's
running mate at tackle for the last three se~sons. ~a.rck is _a few
credits shy of graduation and will coach while he _firushes h1~ undergraduate work. The Musketeer coaching staff this season will be
composed of Head mentor Kluska, backfield coach Red Levene,
Wulk, Stackhouse and ·Marek.

•

• * * *

With the changing of some administrative positions, the J11yout
of athletic offices followed suit. Athletic Director Al Stephan has
assumed the front office formerly held by Coach Kluska. Kluska
and Red Lavelle have taken the offices in the rear of the first floor
of the fieldhouse formerly held by Feldhaus. Wulk and Stackhouse
have taken the adjacent rear offices formerly occupied by Basketball
Coach Lew Hirt and Athletic Publicity Boss Bob Coates. Hirt and
Coates are now residing in renovated offices on the second floor.
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Activity Book Good

.

Ticket No. 1 in the student ac- Sept. 17 Xavier .......... Cincinnati
tivity book will be good for adBolling Air Base ........ ..
Sept. 23
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - mission to the Quantico game.
Washington D. C.
Xavier
Sept. 30 V.P.I... Blacksburg, Va.
1950 Football Schedule
Quantico,
Oct.
7 Fort Bragg " Va.
Sunday Night, Sept.
17
.
Q
t"
M H m
Niagara .......... Niagara
Oct. 15
Jim l'tlarck
u~=t~:~ay a~~°i:t, '"8~;t. 2~ e
Falls, N. Y.
Companion bool\s will be
Dayton .. Dayton, Ohio
Ray Stackhouse, tackle and
John Carroll ...................... Away available to studenls this year, Oct. 21
(Continued from Page 1)
and .Jack Gearding at tackles,
Saturday, Sept. 30
Athletic Director Al Stephan an- Oct. 28 Rider College ............ .. captain of last year's Salad
ing to have to prove its mettle Frank Domanico and Tom Balla- Morehead .......................... Home nounced. The cost for a season
Quantico, Va. Bowl Champions, has been
from the opening gun. While Le- ban or Bob Buresh at the guards .
Saturday, Oct. 7
companion book will be $ . This Nov. 2 Youngstown ................. . named line coach at Xavier,
6
1
Baron was at COP that school and Ken Robinson at pivot.
A
will enable the student's date to
Youngstown, Ohio it was announced this summer.
was known for.its 'high scoring
Liber Leads Backfield
Miami s·~·t~~~~;"·o~i:
way attend all five home games;
Camp Lejeune ........... . Stackhouse replaces Bill FeldNov. 10
ability. Last year, the LeBaronCo-Captain .Jim Liber, com- L · ·
T h
H e Quanti'co
Mar1'nes,
Morehead
Quantico, Va. haus who resigned Inly 1 to
oms1ana ec .............. om
paced COP team led the nation pletely recovered from the wrist
Saturday, Oct. 21
State, Louisiana Tech, Louisville
Quantico Marines
enter the insurance business.
in scoring and was undefeated, fracture that kept him on the
H
and St. Bonaventure.
Stackhouse, who was an All.......................... ome
19<19 Record
untied and uninvited to any sidelines during the 1949 season, Louisville
(Homecoming)
If companion tickets are
Ohio tackle for Xavier in 194'1
bowls. It seems it was too strong will share the backfield post with
Sunday, Oct. 29
bought for each individual game, OPPONENT
Q.M. OPP.
and 1949, took over his duties
for the small bowls and also too dependable Bob Finnell. Cliff Dayton .............................. Away the cost will be the same as the V.P.I............................. 33
H
when the team began practice
strong for the big ones.
Wilke, who led the team in rushregular, tickets, $2 each. The cost
p
7
late
in August.
Saturday, Nov. 18
V.M.I. ............................ ..
If Xavier's defense ca n
ing last year with 689 yards and U.C ..................................... Away for a regular season book is $9.
Xavier ..........................
Jim Marek, Stackhouse's
whatever magic the Ca1iforma scored 14 touchdowns, at least
29
7
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 23
Bolling Field ..............5<1
0 :·running mate at tackle for the
boy is planning ) for the first one in all 11 games, will switch
past three seasons, has also
quarter, chances are goo d f or a from half to regular fullbac k .
St. Bonaventure .............. Home
Wayne ..........................33
H
been named to the Xavier
Xavier victory. Some fields of
At quarterback will be George
XAVIER
West Virginia ............26
47
coaching staff. Marek will serve
thought have it that he won't be Gilmartin, a lean junior from
Fort Belvoir ................26
7
1949 Record
as freshman line coach, assistaround that long. As Tito Carinci Chicago, who has all the capa- OPPONENTS
X.U. OPP.
Coach Lew Hirt's Musketeer Patuxent N.A.S .........&S
O ing Ned Wolk.
was quoted as saying, "He can biHties to make the crowd forget
·
f
Lejeune Marines ...... 7
23
run but he can't hide."
Eddie LeBaron. Gilmartin didn't West Va. Wesleyan ....53
0 basketball team is was mg .no Niagara ........................ 27
19
Veterans at Quant1"co
even garner enough game time Dayton ....'......................21
7 time in preparing for theillcobm1~g Norfolk Navy ..............SS
13
7 season.
egm
2•
0
The Xavier
Drai- Store
el011eat to
The rest of the lineup for last year to receive a letter but Quantico Marines ....29
d'f The
· hoopsters
d 'll Ww d
d
Litt Ie C ree k A mp h'b
lJnlvenltJ
1 s .. '"
Coach Hal Harwood's All-Navy most observers believe that all Miami ....... :.................... 271
1~ :~t~ 1~~1~1;, p~~p:rati:n n~~r ay~ Lejeune Marines ........34
H
champions remains in doubt. Un- he lacks is
. 1 _a lohn Carroll ................ 2
'1 tough 26 game sch edu1e.
e
. experience.
·
W'th
Fendleton l'tlarines .... H
13
The Abe Baumrin•
_ _,
like colleges, the m1'Ii tary per- ve t eran crew a round him , . it Louisville ....................l 9
Some of the new teams .to face
Pharmn,,..,
0 the Musketeers this winter insonnel shifts almost constantly so shouldn't take too long to acqU1re Dayton ..........................14
EVANSTON
4oo
200
21
7
the team from season to seasonlthat one deficiency.
Kentucky ......................
H elude Notre Dame, North Caroor even game to game might be I Quite a few other boys who Cincinnati ....................2o
'1 lina, Loyola of Chicago and ;
of different composition.
will probably see little action on Marshall ........................l 3
Loyola of Baltimore Last year,
·
Fortified with many Naval the offensive but will anchor the 1950 Salad Bowl, Phoenix, Ariz• Xavier wori 10 and lost
16 while
Academy graduates, some pro highly touted Xavier defense in- Ariz. State (Tempe) .... 33
21 playing one of the toughest maplayers and other men with col-1clude, Tito C~inci,, linebacker
jor college schedule in the counlege experience, Coach Harwood and John Martmkov1c, end, two
t_ry;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
will bring in a seasoned team of the finest players ever to wear
..
whatever the makeup.
the Blue; Tackles John Bacci and
Two backs who have been in John Curl, End Jack Hoffman,
Xavier's backyard too often the who will probably play defensive
past two seasons are George tackle, Linebackers Dick FenXavier's swimming team will
Greco and Benny Moore. Both nell, Bill ~ankin and Tom Mus- begin practice in the near future,
will be back to take ·another sio and Fullback John Saban.
Coach Paul Hartlaub announced.
swing at the Musketeers. Also in I
Kickers Named
·
All freshmen or new students
the backfield will be Bill "The
Bernie Roeckers and Frank interested in joining are asked
Hawk" Hawkins, who scored two Glade will once again share the to attend a meeting Monday,
touchdowns in the memorable punting job with the latter also Sept. 25 at 4 p. m in the gym
21-21 tie of Army by Navy in kicking off. Gerry Keefe and his area at the west end of the bas19~8.
sidekick, Baron, will handle the ketball court in the fieldhouse.
The Quantico line, uncert~in at conversions.
Last year's team members are
for men, women
press time, is almost certam to
Last year's Salad Bowl Cham- asked to meet at the same place
and children.
bristle with the season veterans pions won 10 games and lost and the same time the following
that gave Xavier a rough going only to Kentucky, 21-7. Capping day.
over in 1948-49.
the greatest season in Xavier's
Last year, in its first season,
Muskie Offensive Line
history was a 33-21 win over the Musketeer swimming team
Coach Ed Kluska will dip into Arizona State in the Salad Bowl won one and last three against
his 23 returning lettermen to at Phoenix on Jan. 2.
some of the stiffest competition
find a suitable combination. Line
Quantico had an equally fine 1i 1n'.1__'.t~h~is~a~r'..'.ea'.'.:.:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~============~
coach Ray Stackhouse has been record in winning the Navy title working feverishly preparing the for the third straight year. The
boys for the game. Red Lavelle Marines lost only to Xavier,
has the backfield in similar good West Virginia and Camp Lejeune
shape.
in 14 games.
The offensive line will probXavier defeated Quantico last
ably be Hugh O'Brien and Frank year, 29-7, to even the series at
Milostan at ends, Jim Murphy three games each.

Qu·an11·co Marines Land

Companion Books
Available Again

For Musk eteer 0 pener

. ·14

h~t

Hoop Practi"ce
Starts Sept. 20

;;~(~W~o~n~11~,~Lost~~~3~,~T~i:e:d~O~)~;::~======~~~~~~~~

I

'X'Swimming Team
To Begin. Drills
Jn Near Future

Raincoats

Rubbers

Galoshes

Two·suiter - - - - - - - - 22.95""'

Companion

----- .

Eyes ire Rnh1l1Ua1' e • •

~TWO

for a LIFETIME!

Here's a real value in luggage for smart
young school people. The two-suiter and
matching companion case in the new British
brown color are the most handsome pieces
we've seen in a long time. Sturdy construction,
solid hardware, saddle stitching and fine interiors are features of these cases. Buy now ...

• • • • •

• • • • •

16.95""'

:i:plus 20% Fed. tax

* • • * •

There is still plenty of news about the doings of Xavier
Xaviers this summer but it will have to wait until next week.

Fine Federan
Plastic Luggage

Umbrellas

Other changes this summer; a new custodian for the fieldhouse
and stadium in Charles Woodrow, replacing Lou Hedges; a new
blacktop job (sorely needed) for the fieldhouse driveway and _parking lot; the new scoreboard which will !lrevent much e:l'.es.tram. the
coming season, and a giant Coke machme, resemblmg m no llttle
way a Xavier lineman decked out in a Santa Claus suit, to quench
the thirst of Mary Matthews and the multitude of visitors to the
Athletic ticket offices.
A welcome addition to Coach Kluska's grid program this fall
is John Baehle from Peoria, Ill. The big tackle was a standout lineman on the undefeated Musketeer frosh team of 1948 before transferring to Bradley University.
·
.
Baehle has reconsidered his decision and has re-entered Xavier.
Because of his transfer to another school, he must play freshman
football this year but will be eligible for varsity action in 1951. Since
he played one year at Bradley, Baehle will j?in th_e varsi~y next fall
with three seasons of freshman football behmd him. While at Xav. r Baehle was highly praised by many despite the fact that he
~~;yed with such other star linemen as Tito Carinci, Jack Hoffman,
and Ken Robinson.

1950 Schedule

be ready for vacations to come, week-end

That's why every child
needs a Certified Study Lamp
... from Kindergarten
through co.liege ... to help
protect precious eyesight.
Cood eyesight is priceless .
good lighting is cheap ...
and you can buy Certified Study
Lamps wherever good lamps are sold.
VISIT THE HOME LIGHTING DISPLAY IN DUR
MAIN LOBBY AT 41h & MAIN STREETS - NOW

The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co.

trips!
Mableys Luggage-Second Floor
CINCINNATI~S

Greyhound Fares Home
Are Lower Than You Think!

Mahley

FASHION STORE

&

tarew
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Than 100 Frosl1 Apply
F or p os1t1ons
..
O11 News, Show

Loans Up To Half-Better
Of Tuition Costs
Made Available

By Al itloser
Sliding into the typewriter chair and looking towards
another year DOWN FRONT is ordinarily a pleasant task.
The occasion this year, though, is saddened by the recent
death of our fellow-student and entertainer, Don Steltenkamp. A talented singer, Don was also a clean, honest and
sincere Catholic young man. His voice will be missed in many places,
but with our prayerful help it may soon be heard in the Choir
of Sanctity.
In connection with Don's untimely death, I'd like to offer the
humble suggestion that each of our campus entertainment groups,
Clef Club, Band, TV show, etc., at a propitious time during the year,
offer some tribute, small but sincere, to their late member and friend.

"' * • "' •
Since things haven't really
started to buzz around town yet,
· let's talk a little about the entertainment here in Cincy, both for
the benefit of newcomers, and to
refresh the memories of those who
have been a\".ay for awhile.
Probably the most popular form
of entertainment, because of price,
is the movies. There are six theatres downtown that show firstrun movies. If you wanted to
check the papers of the two cities,
you'd probably find that Cincinnati gets good first-run movies
even earlier than New York.
There's a small theatre at Peebles
Corner-the Guild-that shows
foreign pictures and some rather
interesting American pictures
that wouldn't make much money
at the large dowtown theatres. In
addition to these there are dozens
of neighborhood and drive-in
theatres that have the good shows
later, but cheaper.

I guess one of the best entertainment deals in town is the
FREE movies at the Art Museum every Tuesday night at
eight o'clock. Ocassionally these
are fairly arty, but most of them
are re-issues of the most popu-

lar pictures of years ago or documentary films that you can't
ordinarily see in the commercial
theatres. When the schedule is
released, I'll ·attempt to keep
you postecl on the . good ones.
There will also be a story on
each week's movie in the entertainment section of the Sunday
Enquirer.
If you've never seen a play on
the legitimate stage, or even if
you have, you should try to catch
one at the Cox or Taft this year.
There will be frequent mention
of those plays and musicals, and
also other dramatic and musical
offerings about town in this column.
Dancing during the winter in
Cincy is usually at Castle Farm or
the Topper Ballroom, both of
which offer name bands fairly often. The Topper, incidentally, is
the location for the Frosh-Soph
Hop two weeks from Friday. Cincinnati doesn't have a great deal
to offer in the way of serious Jazz.
There might be an occasional concert at Taft or Music Hall, or rarely, a dance engagement at one of
the dance halls already mentioned.

As the 1950-51 · school term got
under way, Xavier students for
the first time were able to take
advantage of the Chaswill Student Loan Fund.
Interest-free loans provided
for by Charles F. Williams,
Western and Southern Life Inchairman of the board of the
surance Company and a member
of the Lay Advisory Board, are
now on tap for upperclassmen in
amounts up to half of tuition
costs. Freshmen and new students will not be eligible to apply for loans until they have
established scholastic and character qualifications during a
semester's work at X.
Xavier will benefit this year
by another work of philanthropy
as the Robert Gould Research
Foundation anounced the establishment of a fund for worthy
college students in memory of
Mr. William A. Castellini. Castellini, Executive Director of the
Foundation, died suddenly last
winter.
The major part of the late Mr.
Castellini's time was devoted to
the Gould Foundation during the
last few years. He was also a
member of the teaching staff of
the Xavier Evening College, and
was deeply interested in the
University of Cincinnati, where
his wife and three children received their educations.
The $1,500 fund, with $300 allocated annually during a fiveyear period, will be expended .in
various amounts or given outright to one self-supporting student, as the discretion of the
school. Xavier and U. C. were
the first recipients, other institutions to receive the memorial
fund will be chosen at a later
date by the trustees of the
foundation. ·

Organizational Meeting
Slated For Chicago Club
There will be an organizational meeting of the Chicago Club
Wednesday, Sept. 20 at 7 p. m.
Location of the meeting will be
announced on the bulletin boards
in Science Hall and the cafeteria.
President John McLaughlin'
announced that all previous
members and any new students
from the Chicago area are urged
to attend.

Over 100 freshman, immediately after their orientation assembly last week, applied for
positions on the staffs of the
Xavier Unive1·sity News and the
Xaxier Presents TV show. Addressed by the faculty director,
Prof. Joseph Links Jr., the 1950
class of frosh responded in great
numbers. Staff positions will be
filled within the week after the
News staff meeting and the first
Radio-Television auditions.
Among applications found in
the freshman class were those of
Tom Mehmert, Paul Link, James
Warm, Elmer Schmidt, Richard

Kropf, Larry Blank, Larry Dickhaus, Tom · Lobenz, Paul Cain,
Joe Dillhoff, Jim Poynter, Tom
Moore, Dick Conway, Bill Heidenreich, Tom Crean, Jerry
O'Neill, Tom Saal, Tony Watsken, J. David White, Richard
Schaefer, James McGrath, Edward Evans, Fred Evans, Robt
Murray, Edw Corwin, Frank
Sedler.
James Badinghaus, Bob Kenney, Dick Sayre, Tom Hustmyer,
James Kelly, Ed Haas, Wm
Laudeman, Don Beeber, Jhn
Sherlock, Larry Plageman, Robt
Jung, Paul Litkowski, Chas.
Gerding, Tom Bath, Bob Morin,
and Ron Loftus.

Too Important To Forget The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

·AV. 6480

Train travel, too, is
cheaper by the "Dozens''!

EC Parking Banned

S""E 280/o ON

The Cincinnati Fire Department
has forbidden all parking in the
Evening College school yard.

GROUP CO"CK

t\CKElS

Took Over; Changed Name
'fhe Jesuit fathers, after taking
over The Athenaeum in 1840,
changed its name ·to St. Xavier
College.

If you like longhair music, brother you're in the right
sp~t. This year there will be Symphonies, recitals, ballets, and
operas galore.
Sports go big in this town, and hockey is on the rise.
Last year was the first season for the Mohawks, Cincy's first
pro hockey team. Their record was something less than spectacular, but the crowds picked up constantly and interest is
growing. Football and basketball are first rate. Then there
are ice shows, roller and swimming shows, boxing, wrestling,
and all sorts of other shows and exhibitions.
A good thing to have from week
to week is a copy of Your Host,
a little magazine published each
week that tells what's going on
where and when, and how to get
there. It even has a schedule for
Night Owl cars and busses, which
it might not be a bad idea to clip
out and keep in your wallet. You
can find the magazine in the lobby
of any hotel and most restaurants.
It's free too. Just grab one.

Response· Follows
Talk By Director

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Student rate, 3 months $10

Witlidrawal Notice

All m11kes NE\V PORTABLES Royll.I,

Get Together for a Big Saving!
Form a group of 25 or more heading
home in the same direction at the
same time. Buy your coach tickets
under the Group Plan as Car as you
can all go together. Then get individual round trips for the rest of
the way. Next Fall, you can each return individually, so long as you're
back for school opening. Group Plan
Tickets are good on most conch
trains east or Chicago or St. Louis,
north of the Potomac and Ohio
Rivers, and west of New York City.
And EACH group member SAVES
28% compared to regular roundtrip coach tickets, or up to 50%
compared with one-way fares!

derful dining car meals. A real headstart for your Summer holiday_! So
see your ticket agent or nearest
passenger representative now. He'll
gladly help you organize a group
for a BIG SAVING and a SWELL
TRIP, 'rOO!
P.S. If you travel home alone, buy
Round-Trip-Save up to 2431
Today's round-trip coach or pullman ticket is good for six months.
It will bring you back to school
next Fall-save money both ways I

For Fun-For Comfort-

For All-weather Dependability
TAKE THE TRAIN ,

Underwood, Corona\, Ren'llna:ton and reGet Together for a Swell Tripi It's
U the student withdraw11 co111lltlone1l STANDAltD mUC!hlne» tor
1111h"
l'rlee !J-111,llO up. •
fun to travel with gang by train.
from any or all courses with·
Lots or room to roam around. Wonout permission of the Dean, be Apply First Period Rental on Purchase.
receives an automatic failure.
PETER PAUL SERVICE
The student who withdraws
808 !\lain Street
PA 0865
from any or all courses with
the requisite permission will
receive a grade of W, if the :!111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - withdrawal takes place within
For
the first third of the session,
NEW
5
or a grade of WP (withdrew :
GOOD TASTE
passing) or WF (withdrew.
:
ENGLAND
:
failing) if he with draws after
GOOD HEALTH
the first third of the session.
:
HAT
:
Permission will be given only
when application is made
MANUFACTURING
within two weeks after dis· §
continuance. The grade WF
5
COMPANY
5
is accounted as a failure In
computing scholastic standing.

EASTERN RAILROADS

---------- 118 East Sixth Street

X
i

First Bishop Founded

_=_:_

Cincinnati, Ohio

-·------s-----

--

i

and

_§:-

Rev. Edward D. Fenwick, first
Alumni Science Hall, built in bishop of Cincinnati Diocese, CONRAD FOCHT, Sf'.,
An· Independent Since 18'Z
1920, was the first building founded what was to be Xavier
Pf'oprietor
erected on the Evanston Campus.
University in 1831.
!i111111lllllllltlllllllllltllllllllllllllllllS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Offices Changed
As l1nproveme11ts
Are Macie At EC
As part of the improvement
program now under way at
Xavier· University Evening College, the administrative offices of
the college have been transferred
from the third floor to a more
convenient position on the first

Hanlla Named EC• Secl•elal•y
"'
After Miss Spaetl1 Marries
no~~~ording
In a late summer administrative change recently announced by the Dean of the Xavier University Evening College, Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S. J., Thomas H. Hanna Xavier
'49
1 d th f
M'
h
'
' rep ace . e armer iss Est er T. Spaeth as Secretary to
the Dean. Miss Spaeth became Mrs. Charles F. Wheeler earlier
this summer. Dr. Wheeler is the
head of the Xavie.r University j
Department of English.
Hanna had worked for Deans

Tom Hanna

Seini"ttat•i"es Gai"n
15 Former x Men

At least 15 former Xavier students called it quits with laylife during the summer months
and entered seminaries in various parts of the country.
Two members of the class of
1950, Herman Zimmerman and
Norbert Stockman, took the
Benedictine habit at St. Meinrad's Abbey in Indiana. Albert
Bischoff, '48, and Herbert Witte,
a pre-mcdd junior last year, entered Diocesan seminaries in
Cincinnati; Bischoff went to St.
Mary's in Norwood, Witte to the
Minor Seminary, St. Gregory's.
Henry Marchand and Edward
William Sullivan became Domincan novices; Marchand entered
the order at Winona, Minn., Sullivan at Providence, R. .I.
The Society of Jesus received
five novices at Milford, Ohio, in
the persons of Donald Glaser,
''18; Charles Weber, '48; Richard
Kelly, '49; Harold Meirose, a
junior last year, and Peter D.
Fox, a former freshman. Dr.
Robert J. Bamberger, a graduate
of Xavier and the University of
Cincinnati Medical School; John
Reiser, '48; Timothy Leahy, '49,
and Leonard Supple, a freshman
two years ago, entered the Trappist order at Our Lady of Gethsemane Abbey in Kentucky.

Nieporte and O'Connor in an
administrative capacity fo1· three
years at Xavier University while
·completing his education. He has
taught English, history and
civics in the Public School system of Cincinnati, and has also
taught part-time at St. Xavier
High School a n cl Covington
Catholic. In addition to his Bachelor of Philosophy degree from
Xavier, Hanna holds a Bachelor
of Education degree from the
University of Cincinnati and is ~it - - - - - - - - - - - - present a candidate for the MasTAX STAMPS WANTED
ter of Education de.qree there
Now is the time for all good
. The new Secretary to the Dean men to gather every available
is a veteran of six years in the Ohio State sales tax stamp and
Army Signal Corps, 27 months of turn them in to Mrs. Thinnes
which were spent in the South- at the switchboard in Hinkle
west Pacific and the Philippines. Hall, or deposit them in the
He holds a first lieutenant's com- NEWS mail boxes.
These
mission in the Signal Corps Res- &tamps are used for the uperve.
keep and maintenance of the
He is single and lives with his Jesuit home, Hinkle Ball, and
;_, mother at 2891 Shaffer Ave., its grounds.
Westwood.
·

Xavier University News
SEND THE NEWS To- YOUR
FAMILY • RELATIVES • FRIENDS

I

, Dan Schwertman
Business Manager
X. U. News

I
I
I
I

Xavier University
Cincinnati 7, Ohio
Enclosed is my $1.50. Send the News to:
Name .................................................................... ......................................
Address .......................................................................................................
City ................................................ Zone· ;... ;........... State,...................
Not responsible for cash sent thru mall. Please make remitt~nee
by check or money order.
-
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An educational innovation designed especially for the
mature man and woman who desire to have something pred
·
·
·
sente to them m then• leisure ho~trs which stimulates
.thought, which brings information, which arouses new curiosities, which introduces them to new skills but who are un-

willing to be confined or ham- - - - - - - '- - - - - - pered by academic credit, terms
1
to Dean Victor B. and examinations, is b e i n g
Nieporte, S. J., the program will groomed for introduction at the
~lso include a new library read- Evening College early in Octomg ·room and bpok stac_ks .and a ber.
new classroom. Refurmshmg of
The Short Course, as this new
William E. Schulte, '50, promthe men's lounges completes the
remodelling program.
educational device is termed, inent Xavier thespian for the
usually consists of lectures and past several years, has been
D can Nieporle W elcomcs discussions over a period of six awarded a fellowship in speech
to 10 weeks. Any educational at Xavier, the first to be awarded
EC Teachers At Meeting method or technique may be in the history of the university.
A graduate of Newport CathoA faculty meeting for all Eve- used by the professor. The memning College professors was held bers o( the class along with the lic High School, Schulte took
on the Sycamore Street campus professor determine whether the part in m9ny productions of the
Masque Society during his unTuesday, Sept. 12, at 8 P. M., at
pace be slow or fast, penetrating dergraduate career, starring in
which Dean Nieporte welcomed
Ah, Wilderness, Duky, and Mary
his staff for the year 1950-51. or discursive.
Five
courses
chosen
to
be
ofof
Scotland.
New professors were introduced
He received a Bachelor of
and administrative business was fered this semester are Law for
the Layman, Philosophy and the Science degree last June. In conbriefly discussed.
Drama, Refresher in Mathema- nection with the followship, he
tics, Interior Decorating and Un- will study for a Master of Arts
~love Macie In 1919
dei·standing the Ballet. Profes- Degree.
Xavier University, day divisi- sors for these coUl'ses and tuition
Schulte is also soloist with the
on, moved to the Evanston cam- cost will be announced later this choir of the Church of the Impus in 1919.
month.·
maculate Conception, Newport.

First F ellowsltip
In Speech History
Given To Schulte

Here's

~

I

a
snap
course
•
ID

college

...........

Subscription rates $1.50
per yeat• by mailClip the coupon below.

-~-----·...-··-··--·-··-··-···-··-···-

New Wrinlile In Ed11cation,
"Sho1·t Cou1·se," Abo11t Ready

clothe~

Subscriptions Are Now Available

A subscription lo the
Neivs is the smart way to
. keep abreast of Xavier
happenings.
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Get the picture! Two Xavier men showing their usual disdain when it corns to fall signs (of football or otherwise) on
U. C. campus. They're plenty of competition when it comes
to being well-dressed ,too. Bernie Roeckers wears Hart
Schaffner & Marx blue unfinished worsted low-roll doublebreasted suit. Tom Moehringer gets comfortable in the Ivy
League Oxford grey flannel suit with natural shoulders.

Oxford Grey Flannel Suits Double-Breasted Blue Suits •·
Wool Sport Coats - 32.50 to
Wool Flannel Slacks

68.50
65.00
45.00
15.75

THE STORE FOR HART SCHAFFNER & MARX C~OTHE~ .
---
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In the last war he served in
the European theatre as Supply
Officer for the U. S. Army base
in Iceland. Col. Holsinger entered the army in 1924. He is now
married and has two children.
A second new member of the
military staff is Major Robert F.
Frey. Major Frey recently i·eturned from a tour of duty in
Korea where he won a commendation for his work in the
training of the South Korean
Army. He also helped to defeat
a
communist revolution in
Kwangju in which he displayed,
according to the commendation,
"personal courage, leadership
and professional skill."
Major Frey is a native of
Waverly, Ohio and a graduate of
Ohio State University. He received his · commission in 1939
and served two years in Africa
and Italy during World War I.

Capta'in Added
Another addition to Xavier's
military personnel is Capt. Walter F. Tucker. Capt. Tucker
comes to Xavier after completing an advanced artillery course
at Fort Sill, Okla. He served in
the European theatre during the
last war and is a holder of the
Bronze Star.
M/Sgt. Sid R. Fowler also has
come to Xavier to fill out the
staff in the military department.
Sgt Fowler, a native of Brown-

OLC Student
Heads Committee
Peggy Feltrup, a sophomore at
Our Lady of Cincinnati College,
has been appointed chairman of
the picnic committee of the Cincinnati Catholic College's Family
Relations Club, of which Xavier
is a member.
Miss Feltrup and her committee, which includes Paul A. Palmisano and Paul Bluemle of
Xavier, will make plans for the
second annual outing of the club
scheduled for late September at
a private club grounds in northern Kentucky.
The picnic will not be restricted to members and former members of the club, but will be open
to all Catholic college students,
according to the chairman. Xavier. students may obtain further
information from club members
on the local campus.

••••••••••••••••
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Col. Holsinger
wood, Tex, also served in the
European theatre, and during the
campaign in Sicily he received a
battlefield comm1ss1on f r o m
General Patton.
Col. Holsinger will have under his command approximately
60 field artillery student::; and a
staff of five officers and nine enlisted men.
------------------------------------------------------
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School Basics
America's Shirt Champ

Arrow
Dart
'))))
>
Leads-all the others! A real champion
-this famous Arrow DART. Keeps you
lookinq . neat all day because of its
popular non-wilt collar. Arrow shirtsin any collar style you choose-are
beautifully tailored · of lonq wearinq
fabrics. Sanforized, of course (shrink·
aqe less than l %).

3.65

Each

Other Arrow Shirts, 3.95
'~.

FOREST AVENUE
BARBERSHOP
Charles
Jack
To-,iey
663 Forest Ave., Cincinnati
Next To Forest Theatre

••••••••••••••••

•

Mens Shop-First Floor.

